Gray Mountain to Flagstaff
Numbered Index of Aerial Photo Flights

Aerial Photo Flight Index
# of
Flight # Photos
1 14
2 14
3 47
4 47
5 26
6 26
13 31
14 31

Proposed Pipeline Alignment
Pipeline Corridor Boundary
Flight Number Index
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Lake Powell Intake to LeChee
Numbered Index of Aerial Photo Files

- Lake Powell Intake to LeChee Alignment
- Chains Area Intake to LeChee Alignment
- Pipeline Corridor Boundary
- Photo Number Index

Scale: 0 Feet to 3,600 Feet
LeChee to The Gap
Numbered Index of LiDAR Files and Limits of BIA Topography

- Proposed Pipeline Alignment
- BIA Topography
- Pipeline Corridor Boundary
- LiDAR Numbered Index of Unfiltered/Bare Earth data files

Note: Unindexed Photos Along Pipeline Alignment
The Gap to Bitter Springs
Numbered Index of LiDAR Files

- Proposed Pipeline Alignment
- Pipeline Corridor Boundary
- LiDAR Numbered Index of Unfiltered/Bare Earth Data Files

Note: Unindexed Photos Along Pipeline Alignment
U.S. Route 89 to Tuba City
Coverage of Bare Earth LiDAR Data

- Proposed Pipeline Alignment
- Pipeline Corridor Boundary (Bare Earth Data Files)
- LiDAR Extents of Unfiltered/Bare Earth Data Files

Note: Unindexed Photos Along Pipeline Alignment